io8       THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE GUPTAS
'It is difficult', says Berriedale Keith, 'not to see in the
Kansavadha, the death of Kansa at the hands of Krishna,
the refined version of an older vegetation ritual.'1 And he
finds here a very interesting parallel in the theory that the
Greek drama has its roots in a mimic conflict between
summer and winter. Early fertility rituals would seem to
be almost everywhere the germs from which dramatic art
developed. An element of race and class conflict gave an
added zest as the Aryan Krishna, a Kshatriya, defeats the
black Sudra Kansa.
The festival of the Birth of Krishna is popular and
spectacular, and the Buddhists had their rival attraction
in the Legends of Sakyamuni, Opposed at first to all
'spectacles and shows' on account of their loose morality,
the Buddhists produced such dramatists as Asvaghosa,
and the earliest surviving Indian dramas are from his pen;
such apocalyptic works as the 'Lotus of the True Law' are
developed mystery-plays in dialogue form, and the Ajanta
frescoes show that the Buddhists of the Guptan Era were
not backward in their appreciation of dance and song,
'The evidence is conclusive on the close connexion of
religion and the drama, and it strongly suggests that it is
from religion that the decisive impulse to dramatic creation
was given.'1
Let us now return to Ujjain and see it through the eyes of
the great French Orientalist Sylvain L<£vi, whose History
of the Indian Theatre makes it clear that the heroic
comedy or nataka is the Indian type of dramatic work,
which draws its subject from well-known legends and
chooses some important hero, born of a line of kings or
gods, and expresses chiefly sentiments of the heroic and
the erotic, moving always to a happy climax, 'The genius
of Kalidasa', he says, *is recognized m the regular develop-
ment of the plot, in the just proportions of the cast, m
the happy choice of the incidents, in the majesty and charm
of the stage effects,.,, The Indian Theatre presents the
spectacle, perhaps unique, of a theory accepted without
1 A. B, Kcith> Sanskrit Drama, pp, ay, 44*05,

